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AGENDA

THURSDAY, JUNE 3, 2021
8:00 A.M.
FINANCIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
On March 17, 2020, the Governor issued Executive Order N-29-20 suspending certain provisions of the Ralph M. Brown
Act in order to allow for local legislative bodies to conduct their meetings completely telephonically or by other electronic
means. Pursuant to the Shelter-in-Place Order issued by the San Mateo County Health Officer on March 16, 2020, and
which was updated and extended on March 31, 2020, April 29, 2020, May 15, 2020, and May 28, 2020, the statewide
Shelter-in-Place Order issued by the Governor in Executive Order N-33-20 on March 19, 2020, and the CDC’s social
distancing guidelines which discourage large public gatherings, Town Hall will not be open to the public for this Financial
Advisory Committee meeting.
The Town of Hillsborough will be conducting the Financial Advisory Committee meeting via Zoom which is an independent
platform not owned or controlled by the Town. Any member of the public joining the Financial Advisory Committee meeting
by Zoom should familiarize themselves with Zoom’s various data and privacy policies which can be found at Zoom.us.
Members of the public may view and participate in the meeting by logging on to the Zoom meeting listed below.

https://zoom.us/j/92343445340?pwd=Q3BWS3d2OHZ0NDcrQ1hXYXVxb0NaZz09
Meeting ID: 923 4344 5340
Passcode: 933002
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,92343445340#,,,,*933002# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,92343445340#,,,,*933002# US (Tacoma)
Dial by your location
+1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC) Meeting ID: 923 4344 5340
Passcode: 933002
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/abCRrgpKHg
Members of the public may provide public comments via the Zoom platform by using the “raise hand” feature or, if calling in
by phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad. If a member of the public wants to provide public comment on an item
or a non-agenda item during the general public comment portion of the meeting, they shall request to speak by using the
“raise hand” feature on Zoom or, if calling in by phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad prior to the close of the
public comment period. In response, the Town will unmute the speaker and allow them to speak up to three minutes. All
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members of the public will be limited to one comment per agenda item. The Town encourages all members of the public to
limit any comments that might be repetitive of comments provided by other speakers on the same item.

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV.

MINUTES: April 27, 2021

V.

PUBLIC COMMENT I:

VI.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST:

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons wishing to address the Financial Advisory Committee on any matter not on
the agenda. Members of the public may provide comments via the Zoom platform by using the “raise hand” feature or, if
calling in by phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad. In response, the Town will unmute the speaker and allow them to
speak on any topic for up to three minutes. If there appears to be a large number of speakers, speaking time may be reduced
to no less than 2 minutes, at the discretion of the Chair. Members of the public are limited to one comment at this time. State
law prohibits the Financial Advisory Committee from discussing or acting on non-agenda items, and generally limits the ability
of the Financial Advisory Committee to respond to any public comments made regarding non-agenda items.

This portion of the agenda is for committee members to disclose any conflict of interest related to any item on the agenda.
Any committee member who has confirmed a conflict of interest or has reason to believe they have a conflict of interest
should disclose the conflict for the record and abide by the disqualification requirements contained in FPPC regulations.

1.

Review of Hillsborough’s fixed interest rate swaps and certificates of participation

VIII.

PUBLIC COMMENT II:

IX.

ADJOURNMENT

This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons wishing to address the Financial Advisory Committee on any matter not on
the agenda. Members of the public may provide comments via the Zoom platform by using the “raise hand” feature or, if
calling in by phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad. In response, the Town will unmute the speaker and allow them to
speak on any topic for up to three minutes. If there appears to be a large number of speakers, speaking time may be reduced
to no less than 2 minutes, at the discretion of the Chair. Members of the public are limited to one comment at this time. State
law prohibits the Financial Advisory Committee from discussing or acting on non-agenda items, and generally limits the ability
of the Financial Advisory Committee to respond to any public comments made regarding non-agenda items.

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS:

If you need a disability-related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, to participate in the Financial Advisory
Committee meeting, or if you need an agenda in an alternate form, please contact the City Clerk at 375-7412 at least 24 hours before the
scheduled Financial Advisory Committee meeting.

ATTACHMENTS:

Any items listed as “Attachments” to the agenda are available on the Town’s website or at the City Clerk’s office.
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Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Financial Advisory Committee regarding any item on this agenda, except as
exempt from public disclosure under applicable law, will be made available for public inspection in the City Clerk’s Office located at 1600
Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010, during normal business hours.

AUDIO / VISUAL ADVISORY:

Those persons who wish to use PowerPoint or other mediums when presenting to the Financial Advisory Committee will be required to
submit media items to Finance Department staff by 12:00 p.m. on the day prior to the meeting. Media items can be emailed to
rsantiago@hillsborough.net.

AUDIO OR VIDEO RECORDINGS:

Please be advised that under the Brown Act, any person has the right to record the Financial Advisory Committee meeting, including the
audience in attendance, using an audio or video recording device subject to certain exceptions. Please be aware that by attending a
Financial Advisory Committee meeting, you may be audio or video recorded.
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Item 4
Financial Advisory Committee
Regular Meeting – April 27, 2021
Attendance:
Marie Chuang, Council Member and Commissioner
David Brooks, Chair
Jeffrey Baxter, Member
Joel Friedman, Member
Michele Gutierrez, Member
Richard Kuersteiner, Member
Tom Maloney, Member
Paul Regan, Commissioner Emeritus

Jan Cooke, Finance Director
Ann Ritzma, City Manager
Al Royse, Mayor
Rich Santiago, Assistant Finance Director
Paul Willis, Public Works Director
Doug Davis, Police Chief
Bruce Barron, CCFD Chief
Sarah Fleming, Building & Planning Director
Liz Ruess, Planning Manager
Gigi Ng, Budget Analyst

David Brooks called the meeting to order at 8:02 a.m.
Mr. Brooks called the meeting to order virtually, using Zoom. He stated that Financial Advisory Committee (FAC)
members and staff were participating from remote locations to continue proper social distancing during the COVID19 shelter-in-place order. Mr. Brooks also informed the committee that every action by the FAC requires a roll call
vote.
Item IV MINUTES: Approval of Minutes for February 25, 2021 meeting
Minutes were approved by roll call vote with no modification. FAC member Richard Kuersteiner gave a motion to
approve the minutes and the motion was seconded by FAC member Joel Friedman. FAC Member Jeff Baxter
arrived in the zoom meeting at 8:35am so was not present for the roll call vote for minutes. FAC Member Tom
Maloney requested an update on the City Council’s feedback to the FAC recommendation to City Council from the
February 25th meeting regarding the pace of the sewer pipe replacement plan. Finance Director Jan Cooke
responded, stating that City Council approved the proposed rate study and that there would be a follow up memo
to the FAC on the Town’s approach to sewer capital program prioritization and the pace in which the pipe
replacement is completed.
Item VII NEW BUSINESS: FY 2021-2022 Proposed Budget and Fees
Proposed Budget
Finance Director Jan Cooke presented the Town of Hillsborough’s Proposed FY 2021-22 Budget. Ms. Cooke began
with an executive summary of the proposed budget, highlighting a healthy financial position as the Town weathered
the economic uncertainty due to the COVID-19 impacts. The Town does not rely on sales or transient occupancy
tax compared to other cities, and the FY 2020-21 net revenues are projected to exceed the adopted budget. Ms.
Cooke also stated that the Town’s General Fund reserves are maintained at policy level for any contingencies. The
Town has benefitted from a quick recovery of permitting and investment income, property tax remains strong as the
main revenue sources for the Town, and there was also additional revenue received in the form of one-time CARES
Act monies due to the pandemic. There will also be future relief monies as the Town is projected to receive $2.1
million from the American Rescue Act distribution, which currently is not part of the FY 2021-22 proposed budget.
The FAC asked when the American Rescue Act distribution would be received. Ms. Cooke replied that it has not
been set and there is still a lot of details yet to be released but the Town should be receiving the monies in the next
three to six months, and the spending needs to occur by December 2024. One revenue in a downward trend for
Hillsborough is Property Tax In Lieu of Motor Vehicle License Fees. This is due to more school districts within San
Mateo County shifting from non-basic aid to basic aid, resulting in less monies available from the Education
Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) in which the VLF is paid from. The revised FY 2020-21 budget and proposed
FY 2021-22 budget for VLF have both been reduced for conservatism. Ms. Cooke stated that San Mateo County is
filing for a reimbursement of the VLF shortfall with the State that could come in future years, as well as requesting
(along with Napa County) a State legislative option to permanently backfill this shortfall going forward. Overall, the
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revised FY 2020-21 budget is projected to be better than the original budget by adding $0.1 million to reserves.
The original adopted budget for FY 2020-21 had a net draw of reserves of $0.5 million.
Ms. Cooke also presented the status of items being tracked on the COVID-19 dashboard. The Town tracks and
reports items that may have a financial impact due to economic conditions caused by COVID-19. The “yellow” status
items that the Town will continue to monitor are the investment earnings, CalPERS pension liability and overall
economic recovery. CalPERS did not meet their targeted investment return last year, which could result in the
CalPERS’ board lowering the discount rate going forward which would increase the Town’s annual contributions
and pension liability. The Town established a Section 115 Trust two years ago to offset future budget impacts. Ms.
Cooke stated that in addition to the items on the COVID-19 dashboard, the Town is monitoring the potential of a
water drought in 2021. The Town actively reviews State and local drought conditions and legislation. In anticipation
of the potential for water revenue shortfalls caused by drought, the City Council adopted rate stabilization factors,
increased fixed charges, and a revenue stabilization reserve in the current five-year water rate series. City Manager
Ann Ritzma stated that the Town is part of the Hetch Hetchy water system and there is adequate water for the year,
and that there will be a 10% voluntary water use reduction since there is no state mandate.
Ms. Cooke showed the FY 2021-22 Proposed Budget set at $65 million, which represents a 2% (or $1.5 million)
increase from the prior year. The General Fund shows a 1.3% increase in revenue and a 6% increase in
expenditures, which results in $0.7 million drawdown on reserves. The majority of this draw down is due to capital
funding and one-time projects. The Town’s General fund is projected to end with $28.2 million in reserves. The
projected $2.1 million American Rescue Act revenue is not included in the budget. Ms. Cooke concluded that the
proposed budget complies with polices and debt requirements.
The proposed budget was developed in a conservative manner along with the Town goals in mind, which began
with staff and City Council public meetings that started in early January. City Council reviewed and prioritized the
Town goals. Ms. Ritzma reviewed the list of FY 2021-22 Town priorities in conjunction with the proposed budget.
The priorities are separated into five sections, which are Community and Customer Service, Financial Stability,
Land Use Planning, Community Partnerships and Regional Partnerships. To achieve these priories, there are a few
one-time costs incorporated in the proposed budget. Some of the items Ms. Ritzma mentioned in the Community
and Customer service priorities are Town website transparency, implementing the new agenda management and
records retention systems, tracking, and implementing new legislative requirements, establishing the leaf blower
ordinance, and preparing for the post-pandemic re-opening plan. Financial Stability priorities include developing a
long-term plan for storm drain capital funding and funding for a new police facility, conducting rate studies for solid
waste, sewer, and water, implementing a new financial system, and evaluating the interest rate swap alternatives
tied to the sunsetting of LIBOR. Land Use Planning priorities include a major community engagement process for
the Housing Element and General Plan Update, as well as developing a policy to address the State mandared
housing requirements, implementing new permit tracking software, developing plans for the Baywood property
donation, and partnering with Hillsborough Beautification Foundation ((HBF) on the upcoming Eucalyptus Pathway
project. City Council will continue active participation with the Community Partnerships, such as Firewise,
Hillsborough Neighborhood Network (HNN), HBF, Hillsborough Recreation, Village of San Mateo County and
continue public safety services. City Council will also continue active participation with the Regional Partners
including Peninsula Clean Energy, BAWSCA, RECAPS, NPDES Airport Community Roundtable, Council of Cities,
PLAN JPA and SBWMA JPA. The Town will also work with neighboring cities for the High Line Water Project, which
will change the water supply source to be along Skyline instead of pumping it up to the top of Hillsborough (from El
Camino). The Town filed a request to have funding from the American Rescue Act process for the High Line Project
and is awaiting review. The FAC asked if the Town does not get funding would the Town still proceed with the
project. Public Works Director Paul Willis informed the FAC the Town would still move forward with the project but
need to determine a founding source with the City of Burlingame and City of Millbrae. The project is targeting to
begin in two years after environmental work and documents are completed.
Ms. Cooke presented the funding sources of the Town for FY 2021-22, where the majority comes from the enterprise
funds (water and sewer rates) and property taxes. For property taxes, the assessed valuation growth is at 4.3%,
and the Town has budgeted construction permitting revenue to be flat with the current fiscal year. Prior year
reserves of $1.8 million are used as a funding source, primarily due to timing of capital project spending. Most of
the $65 million proposed budget expenditures are in the Water and Sewer Funds, as well as public safety, which
includes a 5.1 % increase in contribution to the Central County Fire department (CCFD). The General Fund revenue
is projected to increase by 1% over prior fiscal year, primarily from property tax growth. Overall General Fund
spending increases 6% (or $1.7 million) for one-time costs for projects tied to Town goals, as well as salary
increases of 3% for cost of living and a 7% increase for CalPERS contributions. No new headcount is requested in
the proposed budget.. The proposed General Fund budget shows a positive net revenue from operations and funds
capital transfers resulting in a net deficit of $0.7 million for FY 2021-22 as a draw on reserves. The Capital Fund
spending shows a $4.5 million decrease over prior year due to timing of the street resurfacing project that was
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awarded in FY 2020-21. The Water Fund revenue is budget reflects a 3% increase in water rates that would go into
effect in January 2022 and the SFPUC cost per unit of wholesale water rate remains flat with no purchase rate
increase. The Sewer Fund includes a 4% sewer charge increase which is part of the new five-year rate study that
the Town is in the process of approval for July 2021. Overall spending for Sewer increases $3.6 million over the
prior fiscal year, primarily for timing of capital spending as well as the Town’s share of the San Mateo Clean Water
treatment plant, reflecting a $2.4 million increase. Ms. Cooke concluded the proposed budget includes $2.1 million
of one-time costs in connection with City Council goals.
The FAC did asked whether the Town’s allocation factor used to calculate the Town’s contribution portion to the
Central County Fire Department JPA had been reviewed recently due to Burlingame and Millbrae growing in
commercial activity in contrast to no growth in Hillsborough. The FAC want to make sure the Town is paying only
for its proportional share. Ms. Cooke stated that the cities share in net revenue growth that CCFD generates related
to permitting and planning review for Millbrae and Burlingame and those cities share in the Town’s Wildland Urban
Interface program. An FAC member recalled that the original allocation method used included such measures as
each City’s FTE count and service call activity in Hillsborough and Burlingame, which became 60% and 40% (which
is Hillsborough’s current share). Ms. Cooke indicated that CCFD will be doing a Standard of Cover study and the
allocations can be reviewed with that study.
Ms. Cooke presented the FY 2021-2 capital spending plan, including $11.4 million in infrastructure and facilities
capital improvements. The capital budget includes $1.6 million in asset replacement, covering $1.0 million in
vehicles and $0.6 million in IT software and equipment. Total capital project spending for FY 2021-22 is $13.0
million. The FAC asked if any of the vehicles are set to be replaced will be electric. Police Chief Doug Davis
responded that there is nothing set but Police can explore purchasing an electric vehicle for unmarked cars. The
marked, or patrol police vehicles, using State guidelines for make and model of these cars. If the State requirements
change to electric for patrol units, the Town would explore that option. Mr. Willis also added that the Public Works
department will look to start purchasing electric vehicles to replace existing trucks, however, there is a six-month
delay in manufacturing. In the next few fiscal years, the plan is to convert the maintenance vehicles to electric when
vehicles are up for replacement.
The long-range projections for the Enterprise Funds include a new five-year rate series for the Sewer Fund. This
assumes a 4% increase for the Sewer rates and any storm drain improvements will be funded by a transfer from
the General Fund. Ms. Cooke also presented the five-year Sewer capital improvement plan, totaling $27 million,
along with the new contribution costs for the San Mateo Clean Water program. The Sewer reserves are in line with
the rate study projection while meeting the Town’s bond covenants. The Water Fund proposed budget projects a
net revenue under expenditures due to timing of the CIP cycle as prior year reserves were built into the assumption.
The Water capital five-year spending totals $20 million. Long-term the funding source for the High Line project is to
be determined. Mr. Willis stated he applied for federal funding and depending on other applicants and amount
available, staff will update FAC in the future when it is determined how much of the project will be federally funded.
Ms. Ritzma presented the American Rescue Plan program and indicated that the Town projected to receive $2.1
million within the next three to six months. These monies are designed to help communities recoup costs related to
COVID-19 and improve resiliency for future disasters. The American Rescue Plan monies must be spent by
December 2024 and expenditures will need to comply with approved guidelines. Ms. Ritzma stated that the Town
is still waiting for the federal guidelines on the funds, but staff will be conducting advanced planning with City Council
to determined potential uses for projects. The key sections identified for potential use are Police facility and Town
Hall replacement, council chambers technology improvements, project management for upcoming key projects,
technical support for software upgrades, sustainability projects and supporting fire services. The FAC asked if the
American Rescue Plan funding would offset any of the planned budgeted spending and Ms. Ritzma confirmed that
it would. The American Rescue Plan is not part of the budget but when received, this would relieve the General
Fund reserve spending. Due to the timing of the guidelines being confirmed, it is most likely that the Town would
incorporate the American Rescue Plan monies in a mid-year budget adjustment.
Ms. Cooke concluded the proposed budget item, showing that the Government Finance Officers Association
(GFOA) came out with new budget book requirements and Town has incorporated some in this proposed FY 202122. Staff will continue to implement more requirements in the next budget book as well. The Town received the FY
2020-21 GFOA Distinguished Budget Award and anticipates receiving it again for the proposed FY 2021-22 budget.
The FAC concluded that it was a well organized and conservative budget. Mr. Brooks then asked for a motion to
approve the Proposed FY 2021-22 Budget. FAC member Richard Kuersteiner gave a motion to approve the item
and the motion was seconded by FAC member Joel Friedman.
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Proposed Fees and Charges
Assistant Finance Director, Rich Santiago, presented the Proposed Fees and Charges for FY 2021-22. The
residential sewer rates reflect a 4% increase, based on new five-year rate study that is under review for approval
and would take effect July 2021. Non-residential rates are calculated based on a formula using a three-year average
of winter water use for non-residential customer. Any variance up or down is due to actual water usage during hours
of operation. Water and sewer connection fees reflect a 2.7% increase, per the Engineering News Record
Construction Cost Index, provided by the Public Works department. Mr. Santiago also presented the complete
master fee schedule, that was last fully updated in FY 2018-19. FY 2021-22 includes two new proposed fees from
the Planning Department: (1) Pre-application Review Process and (2) Accessory Dwelling Unit Exception. There
are twelve deleted fees that have been removed as they are incorporated in another fee. The rest of the existing
fees have been changed to achieve full cost recovery with updated labor rates, labor hours, staffing involved and
any consultant costs.
An FAC member asked why the new sewer rate for the Burlingame Country Club increased and Mr. Santiago replied
that this was due to existing projects that are still in construction. The Burlingame Country Club is constructing a
new golf pro shop and an accessory building which increased their indoor water use during the past winter months.
Mr. Brooks asked for a motion to approve the Proposed FY 2021-22 Fees and Charges. FAC member Jeff Baxter
gave a motion to approve the items and the motion was seconded by FAC member Tom Maloney.
Recommendation:
1. The FAC recommends the City Council approve the Proposed FY 2021-2022 Budget Resolution.
2. The FAC recommends the City Council approve the Proposed FY 2021-2022 Fees and Charges.

Meeting adjourned at 10:07 am.
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NEW BUSINESS
JUNE 3, 2021

STAFF MEMORANDUM
ITEM SUBJECT: REVIEW OF HILLSBOROUGH’S FIXED INTEREST RATE SWAPS AND
CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION AND PROVIDE RECOMMENDATION TO CITY COUNCIL
ON NEXT STEPS
SUMMARY: The Town has three outstanding variable certificate of participation issues (COPs)
which are synthetically converted through maturity to a fixed rate via a swap agreement. In each
swap, the Town pays a fixed interest rate and receives a variable rate in return, the variable rate is
based on a US SIFMA index (a composite of US tax-exempt issues) for the Series 2000B and 2003A,
and a UK LIBOR index for Series 2006A. All three COPs, plus the Series 2000A COPs, are variablebased COPs, with payments to investors based upon U.S. market rates, akin to SIFMA. The COPs
are supported with a Standby Bond Purchase Agreement (the “Liquidity Facility”) which provides
cash upon an optional tender or mandatory tender of the COPs.
The current risk to the Town with respect to the swap agreements is the “sunset” of one-month
LIBOR-based rates on June 30, 2023. Such risks include: 1) LIBOR is no longer established (freezes
or ceases to exist) thereby necessitating a modification to the swap variable rate (with a successor
rate); or 2) LIBOR continues to reset on a “non-representative” basis but no longer reflects current
market rates (becomes static) and its historical relationship to SIFMA erodes, exposing the Town to
“basis” exposure (the difference between US SIFMA and UK LIBOR), which could be favorable or
unfavorable.
In the process of deciding whether the Town should amend the LIBOR based swap or take other
action, like terminating the swap, staff wants to review the decision process for the swap.
In 2006, the Town issued variable rate demand revenue bonds. Prior to issuing the bonds, the Town
executed a forward swap transaction and obtained a synthetic fixed rate of 3.507%. The swap was
completed due to City Council concerns expressed at that time of the risk of increasing variable rates
as well as the general rate risk. However, in the past 15 years, interest rates have not risen
significantly, except for a few very short-term periods of higher rates, and the swap payments have
largely been net payable (i.e., the fixed rate payable has been greater than the variable rate
receivable).
The swap contracts extend through the final expiration date of the debt that they have hedged. In
the meantime, staff continues to look at the financial impacts of terminating the swaps or refinancing
the outstanding obligations. The Town employs Acacia Financial Group with respect to swap advice
and utilizes the Public Finance Department of Best Best & Krieger LLP with respect to the legal
counsel and management of the swaps.
The initial focus is to review the impact and mitigation strategies in connection with the Town’s 2006A
swap that is tied to LIBOR. With rates continuing to remain low, it may also be a good time to
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determine if a refinancing of the 2006A COP and swap or all the COPs and swaps is beneficial, both
requiring in both cases payment of a termination fee to JP Morgan as the current market fixed rate
for a swap of the same terms is lower than the rate on the Town’s 2006A swap. The Town could
explore and weigh current market conditions, cost, and other benefits of refinancing all COPs. This
approach will help the Town confirm its debt objectives and identify what opportunities there are to
improve the Town’s position should future financing be needed. For information on the potential
range of options on addressing the strategies for the LIBOR based swap, staff requested analysis
and calculations from Acacia Financial Group, Inc., the Town’s financial advisor. A background report
explaining the options and the potential costs and benefits is attached. The analysis is intended to
be for information only and would need to be updated once a desired approach is determined. A final
analysis will need to contemplate all aspects of the debt including financial and administrative
impacts. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

The cost and benefits of terminating the swap(s)
A comparison of the debt service cost of each strategy as compared to the current
COP/swap structure
An evaluation of the administrative time managing the complexity of the debt (currently
variable rate debt, swaps, remarketing, and liquidity facility as compared to potential fixed
rate debt and continuing disclosure reporting)
Costs of issuance and administrative time for a new bond conversion or new bond issue
Impact of cost/benefit of full refinance (rating/official statement) vs. impact of swap
agreement modifications

The City Council held a preliminary discussion at the March 8, 2021 City Council meeting and
directed staff to receive a recommendation from the Financial Advisory Committee. There are four
mitigation strategies that specifically address the 2006A interest rate swap tied to LIBOR. An
additional option for refunding all COP issues/unwinding all swaps is outlined for consideration.
FISCAL IMPACT: There is no fiscal impact with this item. Preliminary analysis shows a range of
minimal cost for consulting/legal services to a negative net present value of $520k for a refinancing
of the 2006A COP series with swaps. The estimated negative Net Present Value is $984k for a full
refinancing. These figures are for comparison only and would need to be re-projected for any final
transaction.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: There are no environmental issues with this agenda item.
ATTACHMENTS: Background Memo
PREPARED BY: Jan Cooke, Finance Director
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
1. The FAC is being asked to make a recommendation to the City Council on next steps for the
fixed interest rate swaps and next steps, as follows: :
a. Which strategy to deploy to mitigate risk on the 2006A LIBOR based interest rate swap:
i. Keep swap without any changes
ii. Keep swap and negotiate fallback language
iii. Modify swap to SIFMA (to be consistent with 2000 and 2003 swaps)
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iv. Terminate 2006 swap/refund 2006 COP and issue fixed rate debt
b. Whether the Town should conduct analysis for a full refinancing of the current COP/swap
debt structure. If further evaluation is recommended, provide the specific
recommendation on approach, objectives, and outcomes for this evaluation.
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Attachment 1
Background Memo - Town of Hillsborough LIBOR Based Swaps
June 3, 2021

This memo serves as a background as it pertains to the Town’s interest rate hedge agreement (“swap”)
tied to LIBOR. LIBOR will “sunset” on June 30, 2023.
Background
The Town has three outstanding variable certificate of participation (COPs) which are synthetically
converted to a (synthetic) fixed rate through maturity via three swap agreements. In each swap, the Town
pays a fixed interest rate and receives a variable rate in return, the variable rate based on a US SIFMA
index (a composite of US tax-exempt issues representative of a 7-day tenor) for the Series 2000B and
2003, and a UK LIBOR index (widely used index for taxable rates of 1 month tenor in this case) for Series
2006. All three COPs, plus the Series 2000A COPs, are variable-based COPs, with payments to investors
based upon U.S. market rates, expected to track closely to SIFMA. This memo focuses principally on issues
regarding LIBOR for the Series 2006 swap, with additional analysis regarding the other COP’s.
Debt Issues
Series 2000A
Series 2000B
Series 2003A
Series 2006A
Total

COP’s by Issue as of June 30, 2020 (Audited)
Outstanding Debt
$2,700,000
5,000,000
8,800,000
8,140,000
$24,640,000

Interest Payable
$182,850
1,472,199
2,515,007
2,146,957
$6,317,013

Total P&I
$2,882,850
6,472,199
11,315,007
10,296,957
$30,957,013

At 6/30/2020 the GASB 53/72 fair market value of the swaps are underwater by $5.2m: 2000B ($970k), 2003A ($2.1m) and 2006A ($2.1m)

The primary risks to the Town for the post- June 2023 “sunset” of LIBOR-based rates of one-month tenor
such as the Town’s is that if a replacement or “fallback” index for LIBOR is not utilized, LIBOR could be
“not representative” of the floating rate on the COPs and create basis exposure for the Town.
Our LIBOR swap is part of a multi trillion-dollar LIBOR market, which, in light of the coming “sunset” of
LIBOR, is gravitating in the U.S. toward using Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR), overseen by the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, as a successor rate to LIBOR for swaps. SOFR is based upon actual
trades in collateralized overnight borrowings of financial and other institutions, a highly developed liquid
market, as opposed to market indications (more subjective determinations) of trading desks of certain
major British financial institutions, which formed the basis for setting LIBOR rates.
The Town’s 2006 LIBOR swap extends to the final June 1, 2035 maturity of the 2006 COP’s and requires a
3.507% fixed rate interest payment by the Town, which receives 68% of one-month LIBOR in return. At
the time of the initial swap transaction, 68% of LIBOR had historically approximated the U.S.-based SIFMA
variable rates, with California paper trading a bit below SIFMA (due to the high State income tax rates).
The Town credits this payment against its variable obligation to COP holders, in general substantially
netting its interest payment obligation, and thereby on a cashflow basis obtaining the 3.507% fixed
interest rate (albeit on a synthetic swapped basis).
Risk Mitigation Strategies
The following are risk mitigation strategies and the associated costs to address the LIBOR risk, which can
be further refined in discussions with Acacia Financial Group, our municipal advisor. These are not
intended to be the final choices for consideration by the FAC and City Council. Rather, they provide a
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sense of the potential cost impact that might be involved. In addition, a scenario to terminate all swaps
and modify or issue fixed rate debt is also included in the analysis.
Keep Swap Without Any Changes: If the 2006 swap is maintained without modification, after June 30,
2023, British banks will not be required to post LIBOR rates. In the absence of “representative” one-month
USD LIBOR, JP Morgan’s determination, as “calculation agent”, of the appropriate rate to use in the
absence of LIBOR for the swap is expected to be SOFR as the alternative rate for calculating the “variable”
leg of the swap, even without specific “fallback” language (see below), as JP Morgan has already agreed
to the SOFR protocols as formulated by an industry and government working group. With the QIR letter
finalized with JP Morgan, the Town can undertake discussions with them on this option, as appropriate.
Under this alternative, no action by the Town would be required, nor would the Town need to adopt
the Dodd Frank protocols. Should JP Morgan later elect, as calculation agent, a different rate formula,
the Town could request SOFR fallback language (see below) if unsatisfied at that time.
Keep Swap and Negotiate Fallback Language: Assuming status quo is not an acceptable alternative, at a
minimum, the Town’s swap agreement with JP Morgan, our counterparty, will need to be mutually
negotiated and amended to include fallback language, as our swap (like most written at the time) did
not contain alternative rate language should LIBOR sunset. Fallback language outlines the rates to use
in such circumstances. JP Morgan has already agreed to the Fallback protocols. With the QIR letters in
place (mitigating conflicts of interest under Dodd Frank and a prerequisite for JP Morgan to undertake
any discussions with the Town), the Town and Acacia can discuss in detail with them the Fallback protocol.
If the Fallback protocol is adopted, resets will become SOFR plus an industry-wide predetermined spread
at the time LIBOR sunsets. This alternative will require adoption of Dodd Frank protocols 1.0 and 2.0 and
the Fallback protocol.
Modify the Swap to SIFMA (like 2000 and 2003 Swaps): This option eliminates LIBOR risk and utilizes the
same basis for calculating the “variable-leg”
interest rates for all the swaps. As SIFMA is U.S. taxexempt-based, the same market as payments to COP
bondholders, “basis” risk is virtually eliminated.
However, as the LIBOR swap will be modified, there
will effectively be a termination payment to JP
Morgan which can be “paid” by increasing the fixed
rate paid to JP Morgan (or other counterparty) on
the swap from 3.507% to a new rate to
approximately 3.84% based upon current interest
rates.
Costs are estimated at approximately
$166,000 NPV and FV $204,000 over the term. No
payment would be needed at the time of
modification and larger annual debt service
payments would be expected to ensue. Unlike the
fixed rate alternative, no Official Statement or bond
underwriting is required, nor would the COP’s be
affected, substantially reducing costs. However,
Dodd Frank protocols 1.0 and 2.0 would be required.
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Terminate the 2006 Swap and Modify or Issue
Fixed Rate COP’s: This option eliminates the
LIBOR risk as well as the variable rate COP’s and
can be accomplished through a fixed rate
conversion of the COP’s under the existing bond
indenture or a “de-novo” financing. Termination
of the swap will require a ‘marked to market”
payment of $1.57 million which would be
provided through the financing, in addition to
costs of issuance for an updated Official
Statement and bond remarketing (in a conversion)
or a new publicly offered COP issue. The
transaction results in an approximate NPV cost of
$520,000 and FV $575,000 over the term.
Consequently, any fixed rate conversion should be
considered for reasons other than current market
conditions. The termination payment can be
financed either as a supplemental debt issuance
(in a fixed rate conversion) or as part of the
amount borrowed in a new financing but may be
taxable. In either case, the fixed rate COP’s for the remaining principal owed would likely be tax-exempt
as a refunding.
While a fixed rate conversion is less cumbersome and time consuming than a de-novo financing, as it
utilizes the existing documents to affect the fixed rate conversion, both require extensive staff time and
review as an updated or new Official Statement will be required, as well as review of ancillary
documentation and a credit rating review, in addition to costs for bond and disclosure counsel,
underwriter, etc., which are avoided in the alternatives above. Dodd Frank 1.0 protocols will also be
required.
Terminate all Swaps and Modify or Issue Fixed Rate COP’s: While no action is needed on the 2000 and
2003 swaps and COPs, as they are SIFMA based, staff requested Acacia provide analysis for this
alternative. The same parameters as immediately above would apply, but there would be costs of
issuance savings with one larger refinancing. The termination payment is approximately $730,000 for
the 2000 swap and $1.59 million for the 2003 swap, with NPV losses of approximately $161,000 and
$303,000, respectively. Dodd Frank 1.0 protocols would be required. The figures above would be added
to the 2006 calculation to determine the total cost for terminating all swaps and modifying/issuing all
COPs to fixed rate debt.
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Conversion to fixed rate for the portfolio will eliminate the need for JP Morgan as calculation and
remarketing agent for the weekly resets (at approx. 1/16 of 1%) and Bank of the West for their standby
credit support (at .425% or approx. 4/10 of 1%), which have been incorporated into the economic
analyses.
Credit Rating Impact: It is estimated that there would be no impact to the Town’s COP bond ratings if the
2006 swap is terminated or converted to SIFMA or if the swap contract continued with fallback language
to SOFR, as no changes to the COP’s would occur, upon which the rating is based. Any
refinancing/conversion of the 2006 or all COP’s would likely obtain similar credit ratings as maintained
on the existing COPs, as there is no underlying change in the credit profile of the water/sewer funds
and the Town, although the rating agencies may reflect a slight positive impact in migrating to fixed (or
to SOFR).
Conclusion
The above memo outlines the options that the Town can consider for addressing the LIBOR risk as well as
looking more broadly at overall debt opportunities. When considering how these options align with the
Town’s goals and objectives, two of the options are determined to be the best fit, depending on which
policies the FAC recommends to the City Council. First, the option to Adopt Fallback Language is the best
fit to meet the objectives for mitigation of LIBOR risk as follows: 1) Sunset of LIBOR has little to no
economic impact to the Town and 2) Low-cost effort solution absent significant benefits from other
options. Second, the Refinance to Fixed Rate Debt Option is the best fit to meet the following long-term
Town objectives: 1) Minimize financial risk to the Town for the future (eliminates unknown future impacts
of swaps by eliminating all swap risk; fixed rate debt is predictable) and 2) Streamlines administrative time
spent on debt management( no weekly resets, no maintenance and renewals of the standby bond
purchase agreement, and no annual swap valuations).

Exhibits:
1. Summary of Alternatives Matrix
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Exhibit 1: Summary of Alternatives Matrix
CRITERIA

LIBOR MITIGATION ALTERNATIVES (2006A SERIES ONLY)
Do Nothing

Adopt Fallback
Protocol

Convert Swap Agreement
to SIFMA

Refinance COP to Fixed
Rate/Pay off Swap

ALL COPs/SWAPs
(2000/2003/2006)
Refinance COPs to Fixed
Rate/Pay off Swaps

Cost/(Savings)

No change, but some
uncertainty

No Change

33 basis points (~25k/year)
NPV – ($166k)
Aggregate FV – ($204k)

Cashflow (~$40k/year)
NPV ($520k)
Aggregate FV ($575K)

Cashflow (~$84k/year)
NPV ($984k)
Aggregate FV ($1,077K)

Level of Effort

NONE

LOW
Modify swap
agreement
No change to bond
structure
No debt issuance
Requires Dodd Frank
1.0, 2.0 & Fallback

MEDIUM
Negotiate and convert swap
agreement
No debt issuance
Requires Dodd Frank 1.0 & 2.0

HIGH
New debt issuance
Terminate swap and SBPA
Requires Dodd Frank 1.0

HIGH
New debt issuance
Terminate swaps and SBPA
Requires Dodd Frank 1.0

Eliminates/Mitigates Risk:
LIBOR Risk
Basis Risk Between
LIBOR and SIFMA
• Swap Counterparty
Risk
• Other Debt Related
Risks
Suggested Timetable
Bond Rating
•
•

Other

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Dec.2021
Unknown

Dec. 2021
Neutral

Dec. 2021
Neutral

TBD
May see improvement in overall
bond rating comments
Debt will be much less complex
and therefore significantly reduce
administrative time for managing
swaps and VRDOs including SBPA
RFP/renewals, remarketing check
ins, swap valuation accounting and
reporting.

TBD
May see improvement in bond
rating comments
Debt will be much less complex
and therefore significantly
reduce administrative time for
managing swaps and VRDOs
including SBPA RFP/renewals,
remarketing check ins, swap
valuation accounting and
reporting.

Likely would reset at
SOFR (via ISDA
language), with
conversion spread

Economics remain
unchanged due to
conversion spread
calculation

Consistent with the Town’s
other swaps
COPs trade with SIFMA so no
basis exposure
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